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    Corbetta’s first book, � !"# $%& '(# )'*+,#%# -'+.)- /  0)%#"#-)-# #, )"%., %.'#+1#1#* 1.+,)- 1+2') ") %&#-)'') 12)!,3+") is the least known of his five surviving printed books.   A 

facsimile was published in Italy some years ago but has never been easy to obtain and now 

seems to be out of print.  Most of the music in this book is in 456 4789:  but it also includes his 

earliest attempts at writing pieces in mixed style.  

 

   It was printed in Bologna in 1639 by the printers Giacomo Monti and Carlo Zenero using 

moveable type for both the pieces in 456 4789: and the pieces in mixed style.   Seven years later 

in 1646 Monti printed another book which is usually attributed to Carlo Calvi, the writer of the 

dedication at the beginning.
1
   This includes part of the preface from Corbetta’s 1639 book, 

together with abbreviated versions of all his ;4<<4=455> and thirty-three other pieces in 456 4789:.  

Monti may have owned the licences for Corbetta’s book and would therefore  have been 

entitled to re-use the contents. However it is important to realize that Calvi’s book is a reprint – 

something which is acknowledged on the title page.  This states that the music has been taken 

from “duo Eccellenti Professori” – one being Corbetta.  Subsequently Monte printed five out of 

the seven books of guitar music by Granata
2
 and the guitar books of Pellegrini (1650),

3
 

Coriandoli (1670),
4
  and Asioli (1674/76)

5
  all from moveable type.   

 

   Corbetta’s book is dedicated to Count Odoardo Pepoli.  The Pepoli were a  noble family which 

first came to prominence in Bologna in the fourteenth century.   In the fifteenth century they 

established an alliance with the new rulers of the town, the Bentivoglio, and subsequently held 

positions of trust in their administration.  Two pieces in “De gli scherzi armonici”, the “Corrente 

detta l’Odoarda” (p.60) and “Sarabanda detta la Pepoli” (p.61)  are dedicated specifically to 

Count Odoardo spelling out his name in 456 4789:.  A third piece, a “Corrente” (p.62) is dedicated 

to Count Oguzone Pepoli, presumably another member of the family.   Corbetta may have 

enjoyed, or hoped to enjoy their patronage.  
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1
 Calvi, Carlo, Intavolatura di chitarra e chitarriglia.  

2
 Granata, Giovanni Battista, Capricci armonici (1646);  - Soavi concenti di sonate musicali (1659). - Novi 

capricci armonici musicali (1674). - Nuovi sovavi concenti di sonate (1680). - Armoniosi toni di varie 

suonate musicale (1684). 
3
Pellegrini, Domenico, Armoniosi concerti sopra la chitarra spagnvola. 

4
 Coriandoli, Francesco, Diverse sonate recercate sopra la chitarra spagnuola. 

5
 Asioli, Francesco, Primi scherzi di chitarra. (Bologna, 1674); Concerti armonici. 
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   Corbetta begins his work in the usual manner by commending himself to his public and asking 

for their indulgence.  The sonatas in the middle of the book which he refers to are his earliest 

efforts in mixed style, of which more anon.   But the main part of the book consists of pieces in ��� �����
 which are entirely strummed.  

 

AL LETTORE 

 

I must confess that the sonatas which I have included  in the middle of this book may be 

more difficult and complicated [than usual] and in a more delicate and imaginative style.   

But I was overwhelmed by the desire to introduce myself as far as possible with a public 

testimony intended to serve whoever it may through infinite understanding.   

 

And also in order to make my work suited  to the ability of those of you who are beginning 

to study this instrument, I have presented the following sonatas, which I hope will not 

displease your courteous ears, when they are played at the right speed by skilled hands.  I  

pray you therefore to accept this first work of my pen;  if it arouses your indulgence and 

kindness I will make a further attempt to communicate with you in a second book as much 

as I have in the first.  And so may you live happily.  

 

The instructions which follow are brief and not always very clearly worded.   

 �� ���� !!"#$ Alfabeto 
 

   Corbetta starts off as usual by setting out the standard 5-part chords represented by  + and the 

letters A-Z.    The basic series is followed by a few of the transposed chords  – G3,  H3, H5,  M3,  

M5,  N3,  N5  and P3.  

 

He explains these as follows 

 

Note that in the sonatas, whenever these letters have a number above them, such as 2, 3 or 

5 or any other number, the hand should be moved lower [down the fingerboard], and the 

second, third
d
, fifth or other fret stopped with the first finger [i.e. stopped with a barré], and 

the rest of the notes of the chord formed with the other fingers.  

 

Nothing new there! 
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���� � � ���� !!"#$ Alfabeto 

 

 

 
 

Omitted from the basic sequence are the chords represented by ��
 (the minor form of Chord 

M�� and � although �	
�� � is used in the music.  One thing which Corbetta does do 

occasionally which is slightly unusual is to use the chords at the beginning of the sequence 

which include open courses with figures indicating that they should be played with a ���� two 

frets higher.   �� in the following example is the equivalent of �� and �� is the chord usually 

represented by ��
played at the 2

nd
 fret.���� ��� � � � �� ! ""# �$%& #" '( %� )( )*+ , &# -#$*�
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   Corbetta does not include any basic information about how the pieces in 
������� are notated 

but presumably by this time most people who tried to  play the guitar were familiar with the 

usual layout for this kind of music using a single line with  the 
������� symbols above and stroke 

marks above or below to indicate the directions of the strum.   Within this format Corbetta’s 

pieces are carefully notated with time signatures, bar lines and where necessary, note values 

above the line to indicate rhythm so that they are easy to read. 
 

   However after briefly explaining 
������� he does go on to explain how single notes  inserted 

between the chords to create a melodic line are notated.  
 

Note also that when there are single numbers placed below the stroke marks, these  are all 

intended to be played on the first course [canto] only. And they are played like this so that it 

is easier and so that it is not necessary to make any changes to accommodate different 

fingerings in order to play a letter/chord.  In this way it seems  to me to create a better and 

more delicate effect.   
 

Where necessary, when one finds a C, or an M or another letter with a number below, as I 

have explained, the letter/chord has to be held, and the notes on the first course played until 

another letter/chord  is reached. 
 �� �� 	
��	� �� �	���� ��� ���	�	�� ������ �	�� �����
 

   The first is fairly straightforward.    If there is a number placed below a stroke mark this is 

played as a single note on the first course, as shown in Mus. ex. 2 below and not inserted into 

the chord.   The reason for this is  that on the one hand it is easier to play – it is not necessary to 

re-finger the chord or used complex fingerings such as a fourth finger half �����; and on the 

other, it actually creates a clearer melodic line.     
 �� !"##$ %$& '# ($)" *+"$ #%$# ","- '- (.&'* /%'*% '& '-

alfabeto and therefore intended to 

be strummed, passing notes between chords are to be played as single note.   
 

   He has nevertheless placed stroke marks underneath these notes which imply that they are to 

be strummed although in practice they will be plucked with the first or second finger. It is not 

possible to strum a single note.    His reason for putting in stroke marks is fairly obvious – the 

notation would not be very clear if he had left them out.   In this context the stroke marks serve 

more than one purpose. Corbetta has not however mentioned that the full chord is to be 

repeated on the down strokes. 
 

Mus. Ex. 2 – Passacalli sopra l’A, p. 1, 3rd variation. 
 

As in the original 
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With the up-strokes eliminated 
 

 

 
 

(Note also that Chord E2 in bar 3 is played with a ����� at the 2
nd

 fret). 

 

Corbetta never places down strokes, which would have to be played with the thumb, under 

single notes to be played on the first course. 

 

   In this example there is one place where a figure – zero - on the  first course does have a down 

stroke – when Chord C is repeated at the cadence. The unstopped first course should be 

substituted for the F sharp as the chord is strummed.   This is covered by the second part of the 

paragraph.  Here what appear to be single notes are intended to be inserted into the chord 

rather than played as single notes.   

 

This is the same procedure which Foscarini describes in his fifth rule and is used in the same 

way – primarily to introduce a 4-3 suspension at a cadence as in Mus.ex.3A and 3B. 

 

Mus. Ex. 3A – Folia sopra l’O, p. 19, 2nd part, final bars. 
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Mus. Ex. 3B – Folia sopra il’D, p. 17, 2nd part, final bars. 

 

 

 
 

2.   Corbetta’s Alfabeto falso 
 

   Corbetta then briefly describes his 
�������������.    

  

    Furthermore when you find letters which have this sign * above them, this indicates the  

same chord [as that which carries the same letter], in which the notes/fingerings are altered,  

either lower or higher, as is shown in the Alfabeto falso.  
 

   As well as the standard ��� �	
�� chords Corbetta has included an “�� �	
�� � ����” –  a 

sequence of altered chords represented by the relevant letter with an asterisk.   Unlike 

Foscarini, Corbetta does use these frequently in the pieces which are entirely in strummed style  

so that it is possible to form some idea of their purpose.  

 

Ill. 2 - Corbetta’s Alfabeto Falso 
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Open courses – to include or not to include? 

 

Chord L* 

 

   Chord L* is simply  the consonant from of the C minor chord and is not used in the music.   The 

dissonant form occurs in a characteristic progression followed or preceded by Chord A or Chord 

O as can be seen in Mus. ex. 4 below. 

 

Chord A* 

 

   In Chord A*,  a G major chord, Corbetta has included the zeros on the second and third 

courses, implying that the fourth and fifth courses should be omitted.  This chord is frequently 

used at a cadence with the dominant 7th introduced as a passing note as in Mus. ex. 4. It is 

necessary to omit the fifth course, which in the standard Chord A is usually fretted with the 1
st

 

finger, in order to play the passing note on the  first course.  The open fourth course could 

actually be included as it belongs to the chord.  Chord A* also occurs as the final chord at a 

cadence preceded by a suspended 4
th

 over a D major chord as in Mus. ex. 9 below where it is 

also convenient from the point of view of the left hand fingering to omit the fifth course.  

Corbetta may also have wanted the tonic chord to be in root position if there were low octaves 

strings on the fourth and fifth courses.   
    

Mus. Ex. 4 – Passacalli sopra l’L, p. 6, 2nd variation.  

 

 

     
 

In the other alfabeto falso chords it is not clear whether the open courses should be included.   

Should we assume that because Corbetta has indicated which open courses are to be included 

in Chord A* they should be omitted elsewhere or should we exercise our own discretion?   

There seems to be no hard and fast rule. 

 

Chords H* and I* 

 

   Two chords – H* and I* are straightforward.  Both are used to introduce a 4-3 suspension at a 

cadence as in Mus. ex.5.   It is obvious that all five courses must be included in Chord  H* as all 

courses are fretted.  There is no reason why the open first and fifth courses should be omitted 

from Chord I* as they belong to the chord.   
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Mus. ex. 5 – A. Passacalli sopra il G, p.4, 2nd variation/ 

B. Chiaccona sopra il C, p.15, 2nd variation 

 

A. 

 

 
 

B. 

 

 
        

A.    B. 

 
 

Chords C* and P* 

 

   Two more chords  - C* and P* are also  straightforward.  Both are dominant seventh chords. 

All five courses must be included in Chord  P* as in Mus. ex. 6 as all courses are fretted.   The 

open fourth and fifth courses can be included in Chord C* as they belong to the chord.   It should 

be noted that Chord P* is a major rather than a minor chord.   [See Mus. ex. 9 below for an 

example of C* combined with a 4-3 suspension]. 

 

Mus. ex. 6 - Alemana sopra l'E, p.48 –  

Seconda parte passeggiata, b.8-10 
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Chord N* 

 

   Chord N* is a rather odd chord which includes both the major seventh and the minor ninth; 

the ninth falls on the fifth course.  The fifth course may have been left unfretted because the 

chord is easier to play like that especially if a passing note is to be introduced as in Mus. ex. 7. 

 

Mus. ex. 7 – Passacalli sopra l’L, p.6 - 3rd variation, b3-5 

 

 

 
 

Chord B* 

 

   This chord is used to introduce a 4-3 suspension at a cadence.   If the open first course is 

included this will result in the the fourth sounding simultaneously with its note of resolution.  

This may be what is intended; it occurs in the music of both Foscarini and Bartolotti.  The open 

course  will be included in the second chord as the fourth resolves 

 

Mus. ex. 8 - Chiaccona sopra il G, p.16, 4th variation, b.3-5. 
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Remaining chords  

 

   The remaining chords are ambiguous.  Some people would argue that the open courses should 

be included willy nilly but this does seem questionable. 
 

Chord D* 
 

   This chord is used to introduce a 4-3 suspension at a cadence. If the open fifth course is 

included this will double the suspended fourth which would sound ugly if octave stringing were 

used on the fifth course as it would not resolve downwards.  This would not be a problem with 

either re-entrant tunings. 
 

Chord F* 
 

  This is the chord onto which Chord D* resolves.   As Corbetta has pointed out it is used so that 

a trill can be played on the third course with the third finger rather than the fourth which would 

have to be used if the fifth course was fretted at the second fret as in the standard chord.     
 

Chord E* 
 

   The fifth course could be included in Chord E* as it belongs to the chord;  it is questionable 

whether the open first course should be included. 
 

Chord G* 
 

   The fifth course could be included in Chord G* as it belongs to the chord;  it is questionable 

whether the open first course should be included. 
 

Chord O* 
 

   This is variant G minor chord.   The open fourth course could be included but the open fifth 

course would be dissonant. 
 

All of these are illustrated in Mus. Ex. 9 in what is  a fairly typical passage. 
 

Mus. ex. 9 – Pass’e mezo sopra il D Altra parte passegiata, p. 42, b.1-6 
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The most likely explanation seems to be that these chords represent an intermediate step 

between music which consists just of strumming all five courses and a more sophisticated 

style with clearer voice leading and correctly voiced dissonances.  The open courses are not 

intended to be included.  

 

   Corbetta concludes this passage with some fairly obvious advice. 

  

    It is necessary  memorize both Alfabeti  well so that when playing one does not have to 

search for the letter. 

 

3.   Ornamentation 

 

He then goes on to describe two ways of ornamenting strummed pieces.   The first of these is 

the �������.  

 

Repicco 

 

Particularly in the Ciaccone, [on p.13-15] where I have indicated that a repicco should be 

played, there are some long stroke signs.   Here it is intended that the thumb should be used,  

and whichever finger is most convenient for the others but the middle finger [the longest] 

will be best.   The strokes should be played equally,  down and up.  

 

Corbetta’s description is similar to those found in the little ��� �	
�� books.   That found in 

Tomasso Marchetti’s Il primo libro d’intavolatura (Rome, 1660) is especially helpful. 

 

The repicco is made giving four strokes, that is two down and two up.  The first stroke is 

played downwards  with the middle finger and the second down with the thumb; the third  

stroke is played upwards with the thumb and the fourth up with the index finger playing 

however [with the index finger] only the cantino, or first course.   One repicco equals two 

strokes. 

 

The only difference is that Marchetti has indicated that the last note of the four should be 

played as a single note.   It is not clear whether this is also what Corbetta intended.  
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Mus. Ex. 10 – Chiaccona sopra il C, p. 15,  In repicco 

 

 

 
Trills 

 

The second way of ornamenting the music is by playing trills where practical.   

 

   To embellish the sonatas further I have put in some trills which are indicated by the sign .T.  

 

If the sign is beside the [chord] C, the trill will be made with the little finger on the first  

course.  If it is beside the chord E, it is made in the same way with the same finger.   

 

   If it is beside the chord B, it is made on the fourth course with the same [i.e. little] finger.   

 

Beside the F*  it will be made on the third course with the third finger and beside the I on the 

second course with the same [third] finger.   

 

These should not be omitted, although allowances can be made for the convenience of the  

hand. 

 

   In the ��� ����� music Corbetta only puts in trill signs in a small number of places but he 

probably intended the player to add them at will (as Montesardo suggests). The most 

appropriate place to play a trill is on major chord at a cadence combined with a 4-3 suspension. 

For this reason all of Corbetta’s examples are major chords, with the exception of Chord E. It is 

easy to play a trill on Chord E which may be why he has included it.  It is possible to play trills on 

Chord + and Chord D, both minor chords, although there is no obvious reason for doing so.  

However, because of the way they are fingered it is not practical to play trills on the other basic 

chords  - G, H, M, and N which are major chords and  K, O and P which are minor.  

 

   Corbetta doesn’t give any details about how the trill should be played and whether it should 

start on the main note or upper auxiliary.   However in the pieces in mixed tablature he does 

sometimes indicate the fret number with which the trill is made. 
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He also uses one other symbol which he hasn’t explained which resembles an S turned on its 

side.   This seems to indicate a mordent possibly combined with an ascending appoggiatura. 

 

4.   The pieces in mixed style 
 

   Corbetta then goes on to comment briefly on the pieces in mixed style. 

 

In the Corrente ODOARDA, which is based on the letters which  spell out CONTE ODOARDO, 

and in the Sarabanda PEPOLI, which I have composed principally to show my devotion 

towards these gentlemen, one must have patience and practice hard, because I  am much  

constained by these letters but   I hope nevertheless that the pieces will give enjoyment.   

 

The need to use the letters does result in some of the chords being in awkward positions and 

the intervening two- and 3- part writing is very basic. 

 

Strummed chords notated in tablature 

 

   Corbetta makes one other point about the strummed chords which are notated in tablature 

rather than with ��� ����� letters – that only the notes indicated by numbers are to be played.    

 

In this and in other similar pizzicato pieces in tablature, where there is a stroke above [a 

chord notated in tablature rather than represented by alfabeto],  the fingers must be placed 

on the numbers and then the stroke made there, without striking any other strings  apart 

from these, otherwise it  will not make a beautiful effect. 

 

Open courses – to include or not to include? 
 

   There are in fact very few three- or four-part chords notated in tablature which are to be 

strummed and in most cases it is fairly obvious that only the notes represented by numbers are 

to be included.  However the opening and closing bars of  the  Chiaccona on p.64 do pose a few 

questions, not only because it is not always clear which open courses should be included in 

strummed chords but also because it is not always clear whether passing notes should be played 

as single notes or incorporated into the chords. 

 

   In Mus.ex. 11A  it is to be assumed that the altered note on the fourth course in the first bar 

(marked with a star) is to be incorporated into Chord B although it could be played separately.   

The chord following Chord D should be played as written.  The open third course must be 

included in the first chord in the next bar if the chord is to be strummed.   This is fairly obvious 

which is why Corbetta has not put in the zero.   He has put in the zeros in the next chord 

because it is not quite so obvious that these courses should be included.   As Corbetta has not 

included strum marks above the single figures in bars 2, 3 and 4 of the example these should be 

played as single notes.   So far so good. 
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Mus. Ex. 11A – Chiaccona, p. 64, bars. 1-4 

 

 
 

 
   The next four bars are not quite so straight forward.   It is to be assumed that the note on the 

first course of Chord B at the beginning is to be altered to G, played at the third fret.   If the 

advice which Corbetta has given previously is followed, the single figures with up-strokes 

between Chord M3 in bar 2 and Chord A* (one of Corbetta’s ��� ����� � ����) in bar 4 and after 

Chord H3 in bar 2 will be played as single notes. The note F stopped at the first fret on the first 

course in bar 4 should be included in Chord A* on the down stroke.  In the last bar there is 

another of Corbetta’s ��� ����� � ����� G* - a 3-part chord.  So the passage could be played as in 

Mus. ex. 11B.    

 

   However some people might argue that in the context all the passing notes should be 

incorporated into the chords as in Mus. ex.11C.   This is physically possible but not easy to do, as 

Corbetta has pointed out in his introduction.  This leaves us in a bit of a quandary. As he is now 

using mixed tablature, with the note values placed above the stave without stroke marks if they 

are to be played as single notes, should we assume that his instructions no longer apply here 

and that a different interpretation is called for?    Or is this just an inconsistency in the notation 

which was still at an evolutionary stage? 

 

Mus. Ex. 11B-C – Chiaccona, p. 64, bars. 7-8 

 

 
 

 

Mus.ex.11B. 
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Mus.ex.11C. 

 
 

   There are similar ambiguities in the closing bars of the pieces which could be played either as 

in Mus. ex.11D or as in Mus. ex. 11E.   (It is not clear either whether the open first course should 

be included in the first chord of bar 2, marked with a * in the example). 

 

Mus. Ex. 11D-E – Chiaccona, p. 64, last 5 bars 

 

 
 

Mus. Ex. 11D 

 
 

Mus. Ex. 11E 

 
Common sense suggests that in this kind or situation it is reasonable for players to chose 

whichever they prefer.   If they decide to repeat each variation, they might wish to vary it on 

repetition.   The fact that Corbetta has only indicated that the first variation should be repeated 

should not be taken too literally. 

 

Staff notation 

 

He concludes with another fairly obvious remark. 

 

I will not speak of musical notation, or of other rules of playing pizzicate, because I reserve 

this for the second book, in which I will explain all this. 
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5.   Tuning instructions 
 

   Right at the end Corbetta has included two tablature examples for checking whether the guitar 

is in tune without any written explanation.  

 

These comprise the standard ����������� found in many Italian guitar books and a  ���	�.  

Neither of these specifies whether the intervals between the course are octaves or unisons.  

 

Ill. 3 - Corbetta’s tablature tuning checks 

 

 

 
 

 

   One or two people have tried to argue  that the intervals in the ����������� must be unisons 

and those in the ���	�, octaves. With the re-entrant tuning, the fourth course stopped at the 

fifth fret will sound an octave above the third course rather than in unison with it.  Therefore 

these and other similar tuning instructions can only refer to an instrument with octave stringing 

on both the fourth and fifth courses  and clearly indicate that all the music in the books which 

include them is intended to be played with this method of stringing.  However in practice the 

checks work perfectly well whichever method of stringing is used.   Tuning the five-course guitar 

is not difficult and mixing octaves and unisons is not a problem even for beginners.  The fact that 

in written instructions found elsewhere the intervals are usually referred to as “voce eguali” or 

something similar suggests that the difference between a unison and an octave was not clearly 

perceived or taken into account.  None of them mention that the strings of the two lowest 

courses are in fact tuned in octaves. Players who did use octave strings on the fourth and fifth 

courses  would have understood how these were to be tuned.  Those who did not would have 

been aware that there was an octave rather than a unison between the fourth and third courses 

when tuning in this way. 

 

   These are followed by verbal instructions for matching up guitars of four different sizes to play 

in consort. 

 

To tune four guitars in concert, first tune the third course of the small guitar with the fifth 

course of the medium size one, and with the fourth course of the largest so that they make a 

unison.  Then playing the third of the other medium sized guitar with the second course of 

the largest  will make the same.  Thus the smallest and the largest will be tuned a fifth apart, 

one medium size a fourth and the other a [major] third above the largest. 

 

Then playing the chord A on the smallest, C on the largest, I on one medium size one and H 

on the other medium sized one will sound in concert. 

 

   Unlike the instructions in the books of Colonna and Foscarini, Corbetta’s are calculated 

consistently from the treble strings on the fourth and fifth courses of the guitars. The third 

course of the small guitar can only be in unison with the high octave string on the fifth course of 
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the medium sized guitar and the high octave string on the fourth course of the large guitar.   

Arguably the instructions could imply the re-entrant tuning, but in the context it is not really 

necessary to mention whether or not there are bourdons on the fourth and fifth courses.    

 

Assuming that the first medium sized guitar is tuned to the standard pitch with e’ for the first 

course, the four instruments would be tuned as follows:  

 

Mus. Ex. 12 - Corbetta’s four guitars 

 

 
        S             M1         M2            L 

 

The book does not include any music specifically for four guitars to play in consort.   The relative 

pitches of the instruments are the same as those in Colonna and Foscarini, excluding the second 

medium sized guitar. 

 

6.   Conclusion 

 

   Corbetta’s instructions are sensible and helpful but they are not comprehensive and don’t 

cover every eventuality.   The fact that he has mentioned one thing rather than another 

doesn’t indicate that the music must be played in one way only.   There is plenty of scope for 

the player to use his own imagination and common sense when interpreting the notation. 
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1639 Contents 
 

The contents fall into three sections – pieces from the basic ��� ����� repertoire (p.1-59), pieces 

in mixed tablature (p.60-65) and  individual pieces in ��� ����� (p.66- 75) including some which 

are probably arrangements of vocal pieces or accompaniments for same.   The pieces in second 

and third sections are individually dedicated to people presumably of some importance at the 

time. 
 

1. Pieces in alfabeto (subheadings from the list of contents) 
 

[Passacalli diuersi sopra tutte le lettere dell'Alfabetto] 
 

Each consists of the basic sequence of chords and one variation 
   

p.1 Passacalli sopra la +   

p.1 Passacalli sopra l'A    

p.2 Passacalli sopra il B    

p.2 Passacalli sopra il C   

p.3 Passacalli sopra il D   

p.3 Passacalli sopra l'E  

p.4 Passacalli sopra l'F  

p.4 Passacalli sopra il G  

p.5 Passacalli sopra l'H  

p.5 Passacalli sopra l'I  

p.6 Passacalli sopra il K  

p.6 Passacalli sopra l'L  

p.7 Passacalli sopra l'M  

p.7 Passacalli sopra l'N  

p.8 Passacalli sopra l'O  

p.8 Passacalli sopra il P  

p.9 Passacalli sopra il Q  

p.9 Passacalli sopra l'R  

p.10 Passacalli sopra l'S  

p.10 Passacalli sopra il T  

p.11 Passacalli sopra l'V  

p.11 Passacalli sopra l'X  

p.12 Passacalli sopra il Y  

p.12 Passacalli sopra il Z  
 

[Chiaccone passeggiate, con repicchi sopra A, B, C, & G] 
 

Each consists of the basic sequence of chords and several variations ending with a �	
��� 

variation. 

p.13 Chiaccona sopra l'A  

p.14 Chiaccona sopra il B  

p.15 Chiaccona sopra il C  
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p.16 Chiaccona sopra il G 
  

[Folìe sopra D, E, O, X, & +, con sue parti variate] 
 

Each consists of the basic sequence of chords and a �	����
���	 
���	������ 
  

p.18 Folìa sopra il D  

p.18 Folìa sopra l'E  

p.19 Folìa sopra l'O  

p.20 Folìa sopra l'X  

p..21 Folìa sopra la +  
 

[Spagnoletti sopra O, D, E & + con sue parti variate]  
 

Each consists of the basic sequence of chords a �	���� 
���	 
���	������ 
 

p..22 Spagnoletto sopra l'O  

p..23 Spagnoleto sopra il D  

p..24 Spagnoletto sopra l'E  

p..24 Spagnoletto sopra la +  
 

[Ruggieri sopra A, B, C, & G, con sue parti variate] 

 

Each comprises the basic sequence of chords, an 
�����
���	 
���	������ and a Corrente. 

 

p..26 Rugiero sopra l'A  

p..26 Sua Corrente  

p..27 Rugiero sopra il B  

p..27 Sua Corrente  

p..28 Ruggiero sopra il C  

p..28 Sua Corrente  

p..29 Rugiero sopra il G  

p..29 Sua Corrente   

 

[Pavaniglie sopra O, D, & E, con sue parti variate]  

 

Each comprises the basic sequence of chords, and a 
�����
���	 
���	������

 

p..30 Pavaniglia sopra l'O 

p..31 Pavaniglia sopra il D  

p..32 Pavaniglia sopra l'E  

 

The pieces from here onwards are arranged as sequences of dance movements based on the 

same material. 

  

[Pass', e mezo per b molle sopra E, con sua parte variata] 

 

p.33  Pass', e mezo per b molle sopra l’E 

p.34 Altra parte passeggiata 

p.35 Sua Corrente  
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p.36 Sua Gagliarda  

p.36 Sua Corrente  

 

[Pass', e mezo per b molle sopra O, con sua parte variata]  

 

p.37 Pass', e mezo per b molle sopra l’O 

p.38 Altra parte variata  

p.39 Sua Corrente  

p.40 Sua Gagliarda  

p.41 Sua Corrente  

 

[Pass', e mezo per b molle sopra D, con sua parte variata] 

 

p.41 Pass' e mezo per b molle sopra il D 

p.42 Altra parte passeggiata 

p.43 Sua Corrente  

p.44 Gagliarda del Pass'e mezo  

p.45 Sua Corrente 

 

[Mantouana con sua parte variata] 

 

p.45 Mantouana 

p.46 Seconda parte variata 

p.47 Sua Corrente  

 

[Alemana sopra E, con sua parte variata] 

 

p.48 Alemana sopra l’E 

p.48 Seconda parte passeggiata 

p.49 Sua Corrente 

p.49 La medesima passeggiata  

 

[Alemana sopra O, con sua parte variata] 

 

p.50 Alemana sopra l’O 

p.50 Seconda parte passeggiata 

p.51 Sua Corrente 

p.51 La medesima passeggiata  

 

[Aria di Fiorenza sopra A, con sua parte variata, & altra in repicco] 

 

p.52 Aria di Fiorenza sopra l’A 

p.52 Altra parte passeggiata 

p.53 Altra parte in repico 

p.55 Corrente del Ballo 
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[Aria di Fiorenza sopra G, con sua parte variata] 
 

p.56 Aria di Fiorenza sopra il G 

p.57 In altro modo passeggiato 

p.57 Sua Corrente 

 

[Pass'e mezo per B quadro sopra A] 

 

p.58 Pass'e mezo per B quadro sopra l’A 

 

[Bergamasco] 

 

p.59 Bergomasco 

 

2. Pieces in mixed style – details in brackets from list of contents.  

 

p.60 Corrente detta l'ODOARDA [pizzicata, e battuta]  

p.61 Sarabanda detta la PEPOLO [pizzicata, e battuta]  

p.62 Corrente [pizzicata]. All'Illustriss. Sig. il Sig. Conte Oguzone Pepoli.  

p.63 Corrente [con sua Sarabanda. pizz. e batt]. All'Illustriss. il Sig. Conte Buonaparte 

Ghisiglieri  

p.63 Sua Sarabanda  

p.64 Chiaccona [pizz. e batt.]. All'Illustriss. Sig. il Sig. Comendator Pompeo Vizani 

p.65 Sarabanda [pizz. e batt.]. All'Illustriss. Sig. il Sig. Marco Michielli  

p.65 Sarabanda la Marinetta [pizz. e batt.].  

 

3. Individual pieces in alfabeto - details in brackets from list of contents. 

 

p.66 Corrente. All'Illustriss. Sig. il SIg. Giorgio Biava  

p.66 L'Anturlurù, [aria Francese]. All'Illustriss.Sig. il Sig. Carlo Maffei 

p.67 Corrente. Al Molt'Illust. & Molto Revendo Sig. Monsig. Vezoli 

p.68 Corrente. Al Molt'Illustr. Sig. il Sig. Don Carlo Gaiangos 

p.68 Corrente. Al Molt'Illustr. Sig. il Sig. Gio. Battista Giussani 

p.69 Và pur superba và. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. il Sig. Francesco Periz.   

p.69 Sarabanda. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. Il Sig. Sebastiano Eucedo  

p.70 Corrente. Al Molto Rever. Padre Filippo Lachini 

p.71 Corrente. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. Il Sig. Giacinto Galerati 

p.72 La Betta,  [aria Venetiana]. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. il Sig. Gio. Pietvo Gira  

p.72 Sarabanda. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. il Sig. Giulio Fè  

p.73 Balletto fatto nella Bariera sopra la Sala di Bologna [con sua corrente].  

p.73 Sua Corrente 

p.74 Codognella [aria Venetiana]. Al Molt'Illust. Sig. il Sig. Carlo Caueueri  

p.74 La mia donna importuna [aria Venetiana]. Al Molt’Illust.Sig.il.Sig.Gioseffo Corbetta  

p.75 Sua Chiaccona  

p.75 La Moda. [aria Venetiana]. Al Molt'Illust. & Virtuosiss. Sig. il Sig. Gioseffo Maffezzoni  

p.75 Sua Chiaccona  
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Concordances between Corbetta 1639 and Calvi  

(Passacalli +33 pieces) 
 

Title Corbetta Calvi 

Passacalli diuersi sopra tutte le 

lettere dell’ Alfabetto 

p.1-12 p.7-9 The first variation with the 

basic chord sequence only of each 

passacaglia 

Chiacconna sopra l’A p.13 p.9  1st two variations only 

Chiacconna sopra l’B p.14 p.9  1st two variations only 

Chiacconna sopra il C p.15 p.9  1st two variations only 

Chiacconna sopra il G p.16 p.10 1st & 4
th

 variations only 

Folia sopra il D p.17 p.10 1st part only 

Folia sopra l’E p.18 p.10 1st part only 

Spagnoletto sopra l’D p.23 p.10 1st part only 

Spagnoletto sopra l’E p.24 p.11 1st part only 

Ruggiero sopra l’A p.26 p.11 1st part only 

Sua Corrente p.26 p.11 

Ruggiero sopra il C p.28 p.12 1st part only 

Sua Corrente p.28 p.12 

Pavaniglia sopra l’D p.31 p.12 1st part only 

Pavaniglia sopra l’E p.32 p.13 1st part only 

Pass’e mezo sopra il D p.41 p.14 1st part only 

Gagliarda del Pass’e mezo p.44 p.15 No note values  

Mantouana p.45 p.15 No note values. 1st part only 

Sua Corrente p.47 p.15 

Alemana sopra l’E p.48 p.16 1st part only 

Sua Corrente p.49 p.17 

Alemana sopra l’O p.50 p.17 1st part only 

Sua Corrente p.51 p.17  

Aria di Fiorenza sopra l’A p.52 p.18 1st part only 

Corrente del Ballo p.55 p.18  

Aria di Fiorenza sopra il G p.56 p.191st part only 

Sua Corrente p.57 p.20 

Pass’ e mezo per B quadro sopra 

l’A 

p.58 p.13  

Bergamasco p.59 p.21 

L’anturlurù p.66 p.24 

Corrente p.68 p.22 No not values 

Sarabanda p.69 p.23 No note values 

Va pur superba va p.69 p.24 No note values 

La betta p.72 p.23 No note values 

 

 

 

June 2015 
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�� ����� ��������� �	� 
� ������ �������
���������������� ��
    Corbetta’s second book, !"#$$ %"&#$'$$ &(# )" *+$,,"#" -&"./0)"

, has no imprint, but his 

dedication to Carlo II, Duke of Mantua and Monferrato, is dated from Milan, 30
th

 October 1643.  

Corbetta was apparently attached in one way or another to the court in Mantua over a number 

of years which explains the dedication. A facsimile of the copy in the Civico Museo Bibliografico 

Musicale in  Bologna was published by Studio per Edizioni Scelte (SPES) in 1980.  

 

   The main part of the book is printed from engraved plates.  All the music is in “mixed” style 

combining lute style counterpoint with strummed chords notated in Italian tablature with 123 14567
 for the basic 5-part strummed chords.  It comprises a cycle of 81991:1;2<

 going from F 

minor to E major, preceded by a short prelude in F minor.  There are eight “suites” comprising 

an  
1225=1>?1

, one or two 
:7@@5>65

, and a 
91@141>?1

; the last of these is in  
9:7@?16A@5

 – the 

guitar is tuned either e’  c  a  e  b or d’  b flat  g   d   a  depending on whether you wish to tune 

the first course down a tone or the fifth course up a tone.  The solo music ends with a 
3 722<1

.   

There are brief instructions on accompanying a bass line and two “Sinfonias”.  

 

The title page is on f.1r.   On the blank verso of the British Library copy there is a hand written 

note which reads  “Libro stupendiss.
mo

 per suonar La Chitarra”.   Evidently whoever originally 

owned the book was impressed with the contents! 

 

On f.2r Corbetta’s typeset dedication to the Duke of Mantua reads as follows   

 BCDCEFGGFHI BFJEIDCKCDC LM MNC O CCM IO PIQD KFJNECGGR MNCGC HS TFCUCG O ID JQFMLDR VEIWFEJ MNC FHTIMCEUC IOMNCFD TLDCEMR NQHXYS XCJ O ID SIQD GTCUFLY TDIMCUMFIEZ [NCS LDC IO GQUN L VFE\ MNLM LG MNCSLDC XIDE WFMNIQMO L]IQD MNCS ULEEIMO YIQDFGN WFMNIQM SIQDOL]IQDZ ^ WFYY MNCDCO IDC GLS MNLMMNCS NL]C XCCE XIDE WFMN O IDMQEC IE MNCFD XDIW LE\ MNLM MNCS NL]C QE\CDGMII\ NIW MIUNIGC L TDIMCUMID WNIR FO MNCS HCCM WFMN L\]CDGC UFDUQHGMLEUCGR WFYY XC LXYC MI GQGMLFEMNCH WFMN NFG TIWCD LE\ WFYY EIM XC IOO CE\C\ XS LES HFEID XYCHFGNZ
  _CYFC]C HC LYGI PIQD KFJNECGG MNLM FE LUUCTMFEJ MNCH SIQ WFYY HLVC HC NLTTFCD MNLE MNC`FMNLDFGM aQIEFHQG WNI XDIVC L GMDFEJ XS LUUF\CEM WNCE TYLSFEJ LJLFEGM bDFGMIEQGR LE\WLG FHHC\FLMCYS TDI]F\C\ XS MNC cI\G WFMN LGGFGMLEUC FE MNC O IDH IO L `FUL\LZ [NFGTDI\QUC\ GQUN L \CYFULMC GIQE\ MNLM NC WLG d Q\JC\ MNC WFEECD I]CD NFG L\]CDGLDS LM MNCCE\ IO MNC UIEMCGMR LE\ WIE MNC DFJNM MI XC UIHHCHIDLMC\ WFMN L GMLMQCZ^ NITC MNCDCO IDC MNLM PIQD KFJNECGG WFYY UIE\CGUCE\ MI LUUCTM QE\CD SIQD TDIMCUMFIE MNCGCTFCUCG WNFUN LDC \C\FULMC\ MI SIQ VEIWFEJ MNLM MNCS WIQY\ EC]CD NL]C XCCE UIHTIGC\ FO FMWCDC EIM FE JDLMFMQ\CO ID SIQD GFEJQYLD JDLUCZbE\ ^ XIW MI SIQ NQHXYS FE DC]CDCEUCZ  
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According to myth Eunomos was an ancient Greek citharist from Greek colony in  the south of 

Italy. While he was competing against the citharist Aristonas in Delphi, a string of his cithara 

broke. The cicada or grasshopper joined in and continued the melody with its ''song''. There is or 

was a statue of Eunomos with the cicada commemorating this contest. 

 

   Corbetta’s dedication is followed on f.2v. by a poem addressed to the Duke of Mantua and on 

p.3 there is an engraved portait of Corbetta giving his age as 28 years.  Corbetta’s advice to the 

player is on p.4. In the facsimile edition this is engraved but in the British Library’s copy it has 

been typeset which suggests it may belong to a later printing.  It is certainly more legible. 

 

   This book includes very little in the way of instructions, because as Corbetta says, it is not 

intended for beginners, who need to read the instructions in his first book De gli Scherzi 

armonici, (1639). 

 �b\]FUC MI MNC TYLSCD�
 KCDC �FDMQIGI FG HS GCUIE\ XIIV WNFUN ^ TDIHFGC\ SIQ FE HSO FDGMZ ^E FM SIQ WFYY O FE\ LE\YCLDE LXIQM L \FOO CDCEM LE\ HIDC TCDO CUM HLEECD IO TYLSFEJ MNFG FEGMDQHCEMR GI WCYYDCUCF]C\O DIH HCZ_QM EIMC MNLM FO SIQ \I EIM VEIW MNCO FDGM TDFEUFTYCG SIQ WFYY JLFE EIMNFEJO DIH MNFG XCULQGC�FM WFYY EIM XC QE\CDGMII\� XS MNC XCJFEECDG WFMNIQM DCO CDCEUC MI HSO FDGM �XIIV�Z�IW FE ID\CD MI TYLS HS O CCXYC ULTDFUCG WCYY FM FG ECUCGGLDS MI XC GMQ\FIQGR LE\ TLMFCEMRLE\ XS XCFEJ GI ^ NITC SIQ WFYYO FE\ MNCH GLMFGO LUMIDSZ

As we have seen the instructions in his first book are not actually very detailed but it is helpful to 

bear them in mind when considering the music this book.   

 

His first comment is about the ��������	
��
 

I have also  placed on these sixteen letters  sixteen Pasachalli, one based on each letter, with 

a link  from one letter to another.   

 

   This is a reference to the sixteen ��������	
� which, after the opening  Toccata in F minor, 

make up the first part of the book.  The first starts in F minor and ends in E flat major.   Minor 

and major sets of variations alternate through the keys following the “circle of fifths” until we 

get to the end with one that starts and finishes in E major.   His comment about the link from 

one letter to the next does not make it clear whether they are to be played as a continuous 

sequence, but common sense suggests that there would be nothing wrong with playing only one 

of them.  Alternatively the player could chose a minor/major pair.   The final variation which 

serves as a link could be omitted in each case.    

 

He then continues with a brief note about notation 
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Note that if there is  a stroke beside the numbers which you will see on the   [tablature] lines,  

which represent  the strings,  you will strike them very sweetly and delicately which is 

possible when not playing pizzicato; 

 

This simply refers to the usual stroke marks which are placed down or up from the lowest line to 

indicate the direction in which chords notated in tablature should be strummed. 

 

The next comment is a bit convoluted 

 

And [when] the letters have any number beside them  with the stroke beneath,  you  will 

form the letter and stop it [the note indicated by the number] with whichever finger is most 

convenient and then you will strike it [the chord]. 

 

All he is trying to say here is that there will sometimes be auxiliary notes, usually a 4-3 

suspension, inserted into the chords  as in Mus.ex.1. 

 

Musical example 1 – Sop. F p.38, b. 23-24 

 

 
 

 
 

This is all that he has to say about the notation.   On p6 he has included a table of the usual ��� �����
 chords - +, A-Z, &, M*2 and M*3 set out in Italian tablature. 

 

 

Open courses – to include or not to include? 
 

   The music in this book is more complex than the few short pieces in mixed style included in his 

1639 book and interpreting it raises a number of issues.   First of all it must be said that Corbetta 

does often put in the zeros representing the open courses where it might not be obvious that 

they should be included although he does not do so consistently.  In the Mus.ex. 2 he has put in 

the zero on the fifth course in the first chord of the second bar because otherwise it would not 

be clear that it should be included. He has however left the middle line blank both in this chord 

and the one that follows although in each case the third course must be included if the chord is 

to be strummed.  
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Musical example 2 – Sop. O, p.16, b.1-4 

 

 

 
 

   There are a number of places where we have what at first sight appear to be examples of only 

two notes which are to be strummed.   These can usually be augmented to three notes without 

difficulty.  In the first bar in Mus.ex.3A Corbetta has included the zeros in the first chord for 

obvious reasons, but he has left the third line blank in the next chord although it must be 

included if the chord is to be strummed.   The first chord in the third bar appears to consist of 

only two notes.   However there is no reason why the open fourth course should not be included 

here and this is probably what Corbetta intended. It is a standard cadential progression – a 

minor seventh chord on the fourth degree of the scale followed by a 4-3 suspension.  The open 

first course should not be included because it does not belong to the chord. In a later variation 

which is in lute style, shown in Mus.ex.3B, Corbetta has indicated that this is in fact the correct 

bass note, although in the interests of a coherant bass line the G sharp in the preceding bar 

should really be followed by A (shown in brackets).  

 

Musical example 3 – Sop. D, p.24, b.25-28; b.52-53 

 

   A. 

 
 

 
               

 B. 
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In the second bar of Mus.ex.4.  taken from the same piece Corbetta has included another short 

passage which also appears to consist of two part “chords” to be strummed.  The underlying 

harmony is different here; the first chord is a first inversion of the dominant seventh which 

should resolve onto an A minor chord.   The first course can be included in all three chords, 

although it might be argued that this results in a less varied melodic line. (The second course will 

also be included in the third chord). 

 

Musical example 4 – Sop. D, p.24, b.44-46 

 

 
 

 
 

Mus.ex.5 illustrates a slightly different problem.   Corbetta has indicated that the notes on the 

second beat of the second bar [following Chord N3]  are to be strummed.   It seems unlikely that 

he intends the open third course to be included here because  this simply duplicates the note on 

the fourth course, is awkward to play  and sounds feeble.  If the 
�����

 is held throughout the 

whole passage so that the third course is stopped at the third fret in the chord this would result 

in a much more effective harmonic progression involving the first inversion of the diminished 

triad on the leading note.   This would be quite in keeping with Corbetta’s harmonic vocabulary.   

 

Musical example 5 – Sop. G, p. 18, b. 9-12 
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It is of course possible that the strum mark has been included in error and that the two notes 

are meant be played pizzicato in the same way as the slurred notes which follow. 

 

There are other places where either by accident or design Corbetta has not filled in the 

appropriate ciphers, the assumption being that notes from the previous chord should be 

repeated. In places the notes to be included in the strum are ambiguous.  In Mus. ex. 6  in the 

second bar, the 5 on the first course has a stroke mark beneath it although it doesn’t make 

sense to play it as a single note.   The notes stopped on the second, third and fourth courses of 

the previous chord could be included as in A.  However as this chord will be played with a 
�����

 

at the  second fret a possible alternative would be to play an A major chord including only the 

notes stopped by the 
�����

 as in B. 

 

Musical example 6 – Sop. I, p. 34, b.15-17 

 

 
 

                            A.                                B.   

 
 

 

To strum or not to strum? 
 

   Like Foscarini, Corbetta doesn’t always distinguish clearly between strumming and pizzicato.   

In his 1639 books he has made it clear that at least in the 
��� �����

 pieces, figures on the first 

course between chords are to be played as single notes.  

 

Note also that when there are single numbers placed below the stroke marks, these  are all 

intended to be played on the first course [canto] only. And they are played like this so that it 

is easier and so that it is not necessary to make any changes to accommodate different 

fingerings in order to play a chord/ letter.  In this way it seems  to me to create a better and 

more delicate effect.  [1639] 

 

In the 1643 book he tends to leave out the stroke marks if notes between chords are to be 

played singly but inevitably he does not do so consistently. In Mus.ex.7 there are no stroke 

marks under the notes between the chords. 
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Musical Example 7 - Passacalli sop. V,  p. 36, bar 54-56. 

 

 
 

 
 

However in Mus. Ex. 8 he has put a stroke mark under the passing note following Chord N2 

although it is impossible to play it whilst holding the full chord.  Chord N2 is played with a ����� 

at the second fret and the fifth course is stopped at the fourth fret with the second finger.   The 

passing note on the first course also has to be stopped with the second finger.   The only 

convenient way to include it in the chord would be to leave the fifth course unfretted or omit it. 

The dissonance which occurs if the fifth course is left unfretted is  typical of  ��� ����� music.   

 

Musical Example 8 -  Almanda, p. 40, bar 13-14. 

 

 

 

 
 

He is somewhat inconsistent in the way he notates what appears to be the same effect.   In 

Mus.ex. 9 the same cadence occurs four times.   

 

b.2/b.12  the C# has a strum mark but no trill 

b.9  there is a trill but no strum mark 

b.21  there is both a strum mark and a trill. – and the quaver is missing! 

 

The C# is probably intended to be played as a single note each time. 
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Musical example 9 – Sop. C, p.30, b.2/9/21 

 

          Bar 2 

 
           

 Bar 9 

 
 

    Bar 21 

 
 

 
 

Ornaments 
 

   Corbetta then describes the signs used for the most basic ornaments without giving any 

information about how these should be played.    

 

These are the slur 

 

   Now here is the sign of the strascino ∪∪∪∪  

 

the trill 

 

   this of the tremulo .T.   

 

and vibrato 

 

    and this of the forced tremolo or accent # (actually a double X), as  we usually say. 

 

and I believe,  as I have said, that  you will understand what to do, provided you are not a    

beginner. 
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The only problem here is that he hasn’t given any idea as to how the trill should be played.   It is 

up to the player to decide what kind of ornament would be appropriate depending on the 

context in which it occurs. 

 

There is one other ornament which he does not mention but which is implied in the music – an 

ascending appoggiatura.   In several places a dissonant chord occurs, the highest note of which 

should probably be resolved upwards as in Mus.ex.10B. 

 

Musical example 10 – Sop G, b.13-15 

 

 
         

    A. 

 
      B. 

 
 

Accompanying a bass line 

 

   He then goes on to mention the instructions for accompanying a bass line and the sinfonias at 

the end of the book. 

 

In order to perfect the best of this instrument I have included examples of how to harmonize 

a bass line with all its most familiar consonances, including with it a sinfonia in 2 parts.  If 

you take  particular care with this  you will be able to realize it well.  

 

At the end of the book there are actually two “sinfonias”.  In the Table of contents the first is 

described as “come si deue sonar la notte” – literally “how the note must be played” which 

suggests that is an example of how to create a piece from a bass line.  The bass part is more or 

less integrated into the guitar part.   The second has a note “acompagnata con l’organo ò altro 

Basso” – “accompanied with the organ or another bass [instrument]” which suggests that it is a 

preconceived piece with organ or other accompaniment. In places the two parts are more 

independent with one echoing the other.   Today they are usually both played as duets.     

 

June 2015 
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This is followed by another engraved illustration showing Corbetta flanked by angel musicians 

playing guitars and other instruments with the motto above –  

 

“al cielo de gli honnori alto é inmortale   si vela sol della virtú con l’alla”  

 �� ¡¥� ¥�¢µ�� �© ¡¥� ¥��¥��¡ ¥���¬�� ¥� �� �����¡¢«² µ��«�§ °�¡¥ ¡¥� °���� �© µ��¡¬�
 ��������	
 ��
�������
 �� ��� ������
   Corbetta’s instructions to the reader, printed  in moveable type,  begin on f.5.    ®��� £�¬ ¥¢µ� ¡¥� ��°��¡ ¤¢�¡ �© �£ «¢¦�¬� �� ¡¥� �¤¢���¥ �¬�¡¢�±  � �¡ £�¬ °�«« © ��§ ��°��µ��¡���� °�¡¥ °¥�¨¥ ¡� §�µ��¡ £�¬���«© ± ®�°�µ�� £�¬ �¬�¡ ��¨¬�� ¡¥� ¥¢�¡� °�¡¥ °¥�¨¥¥¢µ�   ¥¢µ� ¤��§¬¨�§ �¡ �� ��§�� ¡� ©¬«© �« �£ °��¥ ¡� ¤¬¦«��¥ �¡ ¬�§�� ¡¥� ¤��¡�¨¡��� �© ¡¥¢¡��¢�§ ³���¨� ���¨¥§¬ª� ���¤�«§�² ¢�§ ¢«�� �� ��§�� ¡� �¢¡��© £ ¡¥� °��¥�� �© �¢�£ �¡¬§��¡� �©¡¥�� ���¡�¬���¡±
 

The reference to the haste in which the book has been produced is particularly relevant as it is 

very badly printed. The British Library includes a substantial number of correction to the music 

made by hand – probably at the printers and possibly even by Corbetta himself.   There are also 

a fair number of  other likely errors.     

 

Corbetta also explains that the music is not intended for the beginners. 

   �¬¡ ��¡� ¡¥¢¡ £�¬ �© £�¬ ¢�� ¢ ¦������� £�¬ °�«« ��¡�¢¨¡ «�¡¡«� © �¬�¡ © ��� �¡ ¦�¨¢¬��² ¥¢µ���¦��¬�¥¡ ¡¥� �¬�¡¢� ¡� ¡¥� ¬«¡��¢¡� ¤��© �¨¡���²   ¥¢µ� ��¡ ¡¥�¬�¥¡ �¡ ��¨����£ ¡� �¢ª� �¡ ¢� �¢�£© �� £�¬ ¢�   ¥¢µ� §��� �� �£© ���¡ ¦��ª² ¢�§ ¢«�� ¦�¨¢¬�� �© ¡¥� �¬��¨ �� ¢ «�¡¡«� §�©© �¨¬«¡² �¡ °�««¦� �� �¬¨¥ ���� ¦�¢¬¡�© ¬« ¢�§ �� °�«« ��µ� £�¬ ���� �¢¡��© ¢¨¡���² �© £�¬ ¢�� °�««��� ¡� ¦�¤¢¡���¡ ¢�§ �¡¬§��¬� �� ¤«¢£��� �¡±
 

 

  He then briefly summarizes the contents of the book. As in the 1643 book, minor and major 

sets of variations alternate through the keys from C minor to D major following the “circle of 

fifths” until the last one which starts and finishes in D major. It is not clear whether they are to 

be played as a continuous sequence, but common sense suggests that there would be nothing 

wrong with playing only one of them or a minor/major pair.   The final variation which serves as 

a link could be omitted in each case.    ®��� £�¬ °�«« ��� ��° µ¢��¢¡���� �� ¡¥� ³¢��¢¨¥¢««�² �¡¢�¡��� °�¡¥ ��� «�¡¡�� ¢�§ ¤����������¡� ¢��¡¥��² © �««�°�§ ¦£ ¡¥� ¤��«¬§��² ¢«��¢�§��² �¢�¢¦¢�§��² ¨�����¡¢�² ¢�§ ��µ��¢«¨�����¡� ��¢�¨��� °¥�¨¥   ¥¢µ� ¢��¢���§ ©�� ¡¥� �¬�¡¢� �� ��§�� ¡� �¢¡��© £ £�¬� °��¥ ¡� ¦���¡��¡¢���§±
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He then very briefly describes some features of the notation.   The first comment is straight 

forward.   If there is a stroke mark under chords represented by figures (rather than ��� ����� 

letters) they are strummed.    

 ��	 
��� ���� 	��
 ����� �� � ������ ���� ������ ��	
 �� �� 
��� ��� 
������ 	������� 	��� ��� �
 ��� ��
�� �������
��
� ��� ����
�� ��� 	��� ����� ���� ������ ���
 �����
����� ����������
 

What he doesn’t mentioned is that the chords will be notated only once.   They have to be 

repeated until the next one is indicated as in Mus. ex. 1. 

. � !"#$% &'$()%& * + ,$!!$#-$.%"$/ )0*1/ 203+4
 

 

As in 1643  he explains that there will sometimes be auxiliary notes, usually a 4-3 suspension, 

inserted into the chords  as in Mus.ex. 2.  

  

   And when any of the alfabeto letters have a number  nearby with a stroke mark beside    

them, you will form the chord represented by that letter and stop [the fret  represented by]   

that number with whichever finger  is most convenient, and then you will strike the chord.  

 � !"#$% &'$()%& 5 6 ,$!!$#-$.%"$/ )0*3/ 20 1+7
  

 

 
 

[It should be noted that this is an example of the same harmonic progression illustrated in 

Mus.ex. 4 below and in   Mus. ex. 3 in the section dealing with Corbetta’s 1643 book -  a minor 

seventh chord on the fourth degree of the scale followed by a 4-3 suspension.   Corbetta has 

included the zero on the relevant tablature line here but not in the other two examples].    
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���������
   The rest of the introduction describes ornaments used in the tablature.   The first of these is 

the 
!% �

(
	
��	���

. 

 

When you see this sign  ∪∪∪∪  which is called a slur [strascio], the first note must be plucked and 

the rest [of the notes] played only  with the left hand, and being placed thus  ∩∩∩∩ you will 

observe the same, playing the first note or open course downwards, without touching the 

string [with the right-hand] again until the slur mark of that strascio finishes.  

 

The ����� is represented as a slash with dots on either side -   ���
 

   This  is the trill   ���
and what he calls a forced trill or accent – ������� -  with with a double # (actually double X).   

 

and this is the forced trill #   or accent as we usually say, all of which you will easily 

understand if you are not  a beginner. 

 

The only problem here, as in his 1643 book,  is that he hasn’t given any idea as to how the trill 

should be played.   It is up to the player to decide what kind of ornament would be appropriate 

depending on the context in which it occurs. ��� � !"� #$  
lfabeto %�#&'(

 

   Referring to the table of )*+ ),-./ chords  he points out that he has only included these as far 

as P which are played in first position.   It is easier to use these with the relevant fret number 

above when they are played at higher positions on the fingerboard rather than letters from the 

end of the alphabet. 

 

I have not included the rest of the alfabeto chords after the basic series, because these letters 

can be used with [the relevant ] fret numbers above, which are the same [as those at the end 

of the sequence]  and I have placed them in this way in the book to make it easier; 

 

It is noteworthy that Corbetta has also included the table of chords set out in French tablature 

for the benefit of players who may not be familiar with Italian tablature. The book was probably 

printed in the Spanish Netherlands and he may have had a mainly French players in mind 

although he hasn’t gone so far as to notate the music in French tablature. 

 

For those  who know only French tablature,   I have placed below the Italian alfabeto the  

same chords in French tablature.   Observe that the first course is  the opposite way round 

[i.e. the highest line is the first course rather than the lowest] and the a, b, c, d, of the French 

version corresponds to the 0, 1, 2, 3 of the Italian which will make it easy to learn it. 
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Open courses – to include or not to include 

 

   The open courses are obviously intended to be included in the ��� ����� chords.   Elsewhere 

Corbetta does frequently put in the zeros where it might not be clear that the open courses are 

to be included.  In Mus. ex. 3 he has put a zero on the fourth course of the first chord because 

otherwise it wouldn’t be clear that it was to be included but  he hasn’t put in the zero on the 

third line in the chord at the cadence because it is obvious that it must be included if it is to be 

strummed.   This is actually the consonant form of Chord L. 

 

Musical example 3 – Passachaglia, p. 12, b.11-14. 

 

 
 

 
 

   Nevertheless, as in his 1643 book there are crucial passages where he hasn’t put in a zero.   In 

Mus.ex.4 there is no strum mark under the two notes on the first beat of the second bar which 

suggests that they should be played pizzicato.  However in order for the 3-part counterpoint to 

make sense the open fourth course really needs to be included whether it is strummed or 

played pizzicato.  It is the same harmonic progression which he has notated properly in Mus. ex. 

2 above.   

 

Musical example 4 – Passachaglia, p. 20, b.19-20. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

To strum or not to strum? 

 

   Corbetta is rather haphazard when it comes to putting in the strum marks.   There are 

occasionally strum marks under what may be intended to be played as single notes. In Mus.ex.2 

above there is a stroke under what appear to be a single note (2 on the second course) with a 

trill.   Chord I could be repeated as the trill is played and as the suspended fourth resolves as 
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shown there.  But the trill perhaps works better and sounds clearer played as a single note as in 

Mus.ex.5. 

 

Musical example 5 – Passachaglia, p.16,  b. 4-5 

 
 

In Mus.ex. 3 above the note with a trill in the first bar doesn’t have a stroke mark.   This is a 

minor point and really a matter of convenience for the player. 

 

Stroke marks are some times lacking when a chord should obviously be strummed.   In Mus. ex. 

5 the chord in tablature must be strummed like the two preceding chords in ��� �����.  [The 

smudge under the chord is actually a note value belonging to the chord below]. 

 

Musical example 6 – Almanda, p. 48, b. 6-7. 

 

 

 
 

Accompanying a bass line 

 

   At the end of the book there are instructions for accompanying a bass line similar to those 

found in the 1643 book. 

 

I have also included the method of finding all the most familiar consonances of music which 

can be used for accompanying a [bass] part.   In this way if you take particular care, you will 

succeed well  in everything.   

 

June 2015 
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������� 	�� ���������
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� ���������
������������
             None of Corbetta’s earlier book’s include a clear indication of the method of stringing 

which he used himself or thought suitable for his music. 

 

   At the end of the instructions in his 1639 book he has included two tablature examples for 

checking whether the guitar is in tune without any written explanation.  These comprise the 

standard  !!"#$%&'#% found in many Italian guitar books and a  (#")%.  Neither of these specifies 

whether the intervals between the courses are octaves or unisons.   There is no indication that 

the fourth and fifth courses are to be doubled in octaves.  

 *++, - . /012344567 452+54813 489:9; <=3<>7 ?10@A3 ;+: B<=31C: D1@09:<: E-FGHI
 

 
 

 

   One or two people have tried to argue  that the intervals in the  !!"#$%&'#% can only be 

unisons and those in the (#")% in octaves. With the re-entrant tuning, the fourth course stopped 

at the fifth fret will sound an octave above the third course rather than in unison with it.  It can 

therefore only refer to an instrument with octave stringing on both the fourth and fifth courses  

and clearly indicates that all the music is intended to be played with this method of stringing.  

However in practice the checks work perfectly well which ever method of stringing is used. 

Tuning the five-course guitar is not difficult and mixing octaves and unisons is not a problem.  

The fact that in written instructions found elsewhere the intervals are usually referred to as JK0<3 3;85+:L or something similar suggests that the difference between a unison and an octave 

was not clearly perceived or taken into account.   

  

In his doctoral dissertation Richard Pinnell
1
 commented on these instructions as follows; 

 MNOPQRN SNT QUT PV WQST SXYWXSQOTZ [POYTSSX R\]TU S^P _TSNP Ù PV SQa\aRb Yc Qa\UPaUXa` Yc PdSX]TUZ YQS U\adT aT\SNTO e\SdN aPO SNT PdSX]T `\UePU\S\Pa \U UeTd\V \T Z̀ \S _QUSYT XUUQ_T` SNXS NT QUT` SNT SQa\aR PV f_XS Xa` gPaSTUXO`Ph
 

Pinnell also assumed that the tuning of Amat and Montesardo was also suitable for the 1643 

and 1648 books and then suggested that the method of stringing which Corbetta refers to in ijklmnjoop oqrjsp tuvwux – the so-called “French tuning” with a low octave string on the fourth 

course only with the two strings of the fifth course tuned in  unison in the upper octave - was 

“new” in 1671.  It is actually rather simplistic to argue that because this method of stringing is 
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not mentioned before 1670-1 it had never been used before that date.   At least some of the 

music in ij klmnjoop oqrjsp was composed ten years earlier. 

 

   Writing in 1976, Pinnell had not seen the two books of Valdambrini which were unknown at 

that time.   These include tuning instructions which clearly indicate the re-entrant tuning.  In his 

second book Valdambrini also refers specifically to the fact that the guitar has no bass strings 

 

 
fWSNPQRN SN\U \aUSOQ_TaS `PTU aPS NX]T YXUUTU W\�T SNT PSNTOUZ aT]TOSNTWTUU PaT dXaUTT SNXS \S \U dXeXYWT PV \_\SXS\aR T]TOcSN\aR ^N\dN \U dPa`Qd\]T SP SNT XVV TdS\PaUh �SUdNXO_ Xa` eTOV TdS\Pa dPaU\US \a ]XO\XS\PaU PV UScWTZ YTdXQUT NX]\aR UP V T^ `\VV TOTaSUSO\aRUZ X U\aRWT UScWT ^PQW` OQa SNT O\U� PV `TV TdS\]TaTUU PO ST`\PQUaTUUh� 

 

Had Pinnell been aware of this source he might have  arrived at a different conclusion about the 

method of stringing suitable for Corbetta’s earlier books.   However because his dissertation is 

still widely read, his comments and conclusions have never questioned.   Furthermore the way 

in which he has transcribed Corbetta’s music, with notes on the fourth and fifth courses always 

shown only in the lower octave, even in the pieces from ij klmnjoop oqrjsp� tuvwux, gives a 

completely false impression of how the music sounds when played on the baroque guitar, 

whichever method of stringing is used. 

 

   As well as these instructions Corbetta has also included in his 1639 book instructions for tuning 

four guitars of different sizes to play together.  These are calculated from the treble strings on 

the fourth and fifth courses of the large  and medium guitars. Arguably they could imply the re-

entrant tuning, but in the context it is not necessary to mention whether or not there are 

bourdons on the fourth and fifth courses. (See Section II).   

 

   In his 1643 book Corbetta has used the standard tablature tuning check to indicate the altered 

interval pattern for the �����	
��	 pieces on p.63-67.   Clearly he had to have some means of 

indicating this but to claim that it clearly indicates one method of stringing rather than another 

is simply reading one’s own prejudices into the evidence. 
  

In this 1648 book Corbetta  has used a different tablature check for this purpose. 
 �� � � ���������� �������� ������ ���� !��"#���� $����%� &� $����� '()*+,

 

 

 
 

 

This avoids making a comparison between the fourth and third courses.  If all the intervals are 

treated as unisons this check would imply a re-entrant tuning in the absence of any mention of 

octave strings. This does raise the question - why did Corbetta use a different method in this 

particular book?  Since Granata and Botazzari include pieces in the same �����	
��	 and use the 

standard tuning check for the purpose,  there is no obvious reason why he should have done 

something different unless he thought the standard check was unhelpful.  To argue that in this 

check Corbetta has mixed octaves and unisons but not in the others is evading the issue. 
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   It is possible that Corbetta may have used octave stringing on both fourth and fifth courses at 

the beginning of his career.  If this is was the case there is no reason why he should not have 

dropped the low octave string from the fifth course.  Some players, especially classical guitarists, 

have a problem with the idea of losing a fourth in the bass thereby reducing the overall compass 

of the instrument.   However this is offset by the advantages which are afforded by a re-entrant 

tuning.   From a purely practical point of view, finding a suitable plain gut string for the bourdon 

on the fifth course may not have been easy and there are problems with tuning and fretting of 

octave courses.   It is a widespread misconception today derived from Sanz’s comments that the 

reason for using re-entrant tunings was to eliminate octave doubling or skips of a seventh in the 

melodic line especially in �	��	����a passages.   What he actually says is 
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It is primarily left-hand technique that Sanz is concerned with, not voice leading or octave 

doubling.   
 

    The loss of the fourth in the bass register can be compensated for by extending the compass 

upwards especially on the first course.   Valdambirni utilizes the twelfth fret on the first course 

and the eleventh fret on the fifth.  Granata In his 1659 book uses the sixteenth  fret on first 

course;  in his1674, 1680 and 1684 books he uses the fourteenth fret on the first course.               

In his 1674 book he actually uses the thirteenth fret on the fourth course;  it is almost 

impossible to keep octave strings in tune at this pitch.   
 

      In practice the   “French” tuning works well for all Corbetta’s music from this period and the 

re-entrant tuning is suitable for the music in !"# !$%&' in () *+, -./)01, 20345,.,
 (1639). 

 

   It has been argued that the exercises in accompanying a bass line included in the1643 and 

1648 books  will only reporduce the chords in the correct inversions with octave stringing on the 

both the fourth and fifth courses.   This is simply untrue.   With a few exceptions they work 

perfectly with a  bourdon only on the fourth course.  Where this is not the case the inverted 

harmony is acceptable.  In Illustration 3A with the “French” tuning the 4-3 suspension will be in 

the lowest part.   There is nothing wrong with this.    67789:;<:=>? @A B CD@ E89FG?9=>? H;>I JKC@ FL M@
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Corbetta clearly did not think so as in Illustration 3B he has arranged the guitar part with the 4-

3 suspension in the bass assuming that there are octave strings on fourth and fifth courses. 67789:;<:=>? @�B CD@ E89FG?9=>? H;>I JKC@ FL M@
 

 

 
 

Accompanying a bass line on the guitar is about what is really practical not about hypothetical 

rules. 
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